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Tick the correct boxes:

1 Human communication is split… 
a. equally between verbal and 
      non-verbal ways   
b. unequally biased towards 
      non-verbal methods   
c. unequally biased towards 
      verbal means    

2 Some of the advantages that social 
    media brought about are that:

a. people can enjoy multiplayer 
      online games     
b. people can communicate easier 
      with one another    
c. people are more focused on 
      their work     
d. it takes a shorter time to 
     make decisions    
e. new friendships are made   
f. many people are a press of a 
      button away     

3 Identify some of the disadvantages 
    social media brought with it.

a. There is less closeness in 
      human relationships   
b. One cannot tell who the 
      people on the other side are  
c. Independence from electric 
      power      
d. Cyberbullying    
e. Alienation from the real world  

4 Examples of cyberbullying are:
a. Tickling the victim         
b. Posting cruel online comments       
c. Posting mean online comments       
d. Posting hurtful online comments       
e. Posting online threats        
f. Making friend requests        
g. Posting unflattering pictures of 
      victims          
h. Fabricating online rumours       
i. Setting up and using 
      negatively a victim’s online identity 
j. Stealing the victim’s online identity 
     and damaging his/her reputation      

5 Cyberbullying…
a. can affect everyone in the world       
b. affects mostly animals        
c. affects people without an 
      internet connection        
d. affects mostly teenagers        
e. affects mostly teenagers with a 
      Social media connection        
f. can lead to anxiety         
g. can lead to depression        
h. can lead to suicide         

6 Positive or negative content/comments 
   placed on the internet…

a. are deleted when the 
     device is switched off        
b. can be deleted for good from 
      the creator of that content       
c. keeps coming back even if this is 
     deleted by the creator, because 
     other people could have saved it 
     and can repost it after this has 
     been deleted          
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